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Preface

Objectives
The Information Reporting Reference Guide provides an overview of the Information
Reporting functionality available in UMB Direct. It describes the end-user functionality
and includes illustrations of sample pages.

Chapter 1: Account Management
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Chapter 1: Account Management

The chapter describes UMB Direct functionality that gives the company cash manager
access to account information.

Account Information Overview
UMB Direct’s information reporting functionality provides several views of accounts and
balances:

•

Current Day Balances – This view displays the balances loaded for the current day’s
date for each account with current day data. If no balances were loaded today, the
page displays the No Data Found message.

•

Prior Day Balances – This view provides detailed information on account balance
and transaction activity that has been processed by UMB.

Account Management Menu
The chapter describes UMB Direct functionality that gives the user access to account
information.
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Account Activity Page
The Account Activity page displays transactions for a selected account, including
pending and processed transactions, as well as scheduled transactions.
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The following table describes the features noted in the preceding illustration.
1 Account Selection
The Account field is used to select the account for which transaction activity is displayed.
The account information for the account defined as the default account is displayed when
the page first loads. To change the account the user selects the account and then clicks the
Update button.
The accounts available for display on the account activity page are based on the
entitlements set for the account and for the user.
2 Export
The Export option allows the user to download transactions in assorted file formats.
3 Account Information
The account information section of the page displays information for the selected account.
4 Search
The search feature enables the user to filter the account activity to display information
based on the available search criteria. When the user selects a search option from the field,
the corresponding search fields appear.
5 Transaction Lists (In process and Cleared, and Scheduled)
The Transaction lists are displayed in tabular format and include general transaction
information for the selected account. Transactions are separated into two lists, In Process
and Cleared Transactions.
6 Transaction Link
The text identifying the transaction in the transaction column is a hypertext link. This link
opens the Transaction Details overlay.
7 Image Link
When an image is associated with the transaction, an icon is displayed in the Image
column. You can click the icon to display the image or if there are multiple images, a page
appears where you can select each individual image associated with the transaction. The
image is displayed in a new browser window or tab.

Activity Search
The search feature on the Account Activity page enables you to filter transaction results
based on the available search criteria. All search options and corresponding search
criteria are displayed on the Account Activity page. A search overlay is not provided.
NOTE: Each search is generated against all available activity for a selected account.
Previous search results are not retained when performing multiple searches.
The following illustrates the search section of the page with Date selected as the search
criteria.
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The following table describes the features noted in the preceding illustration.
1 The Search on field provides the available search options. When an option is selected, the
search criteria fields appear.
2 The search criteria include one or more fields used to define search, such as a From and To
date range, From and To amount range or a field to define a keyword.
3 The Search button initiates the search based on the defined criteria.
4 The Reset Criteria button clears the search and resets the page to show all transaction
activity for the selected account.

The following table defines each of the search options:
Search Option
Date
Check Number
Keyword
Amounts
Credits by Date
Debits by Date

Description
You can search based on a defined date or date range.
You can search for transactions associated with a single check or a range
of check numbers.
You can search based on a partial or whole word.
You can search an amount range based on debit or credit transactions.
You can search credit transactions based on a defined date range.
You can search debit transactions based on a defined date range.

Transaction Lists
The transaction lists display the activity for the selected account. The transactions
displayed are dependent on the transaction display settings for the product associated
with the account.
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The following describes the columns that may appear in the transaction lists:
Column
Date
Transaction

Description
Transaction date.
Transaction identification.
The transaction text is a hypertext link that opens the Transaction Details page.
Images
If an image is available for the transaction an image icon is displayed.
The image icon is used to open the image in a new browser window or tab.
Description Transaction description.
This information is inherited from the initial transaction
Status
Current status of the transaction.
Withdrawals The total transaction amount.
Deposits
The display is based on configuration. The withdrawals and deposits may be
included in one column or in two separate columns.
Balance
Displays the running balance.
The balance column is only displayed if transactions are displayed in date
sequence and if the column is configured to display.

Export
The Quick Download option allows the user to export transactions in the following file
formats:
•

BAI2

•

Comma-separated

•

PDF

•

QuickBooks

•

Semicolon-separated

•

Tab-separated

Search results within the Account section (predefined default or selected search criteria)
determine the exported transactions.

Interactive Viewer
Each of the following pages features an interactive viewer that enables you to customize
online account information:
•

Current Day balances page

•

Current Day transactions page

•

Prior Day balances page

•

Prior Day transactions page
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The following illustrates the Prior Day balances page with the interactive viewing
features enabled.

The interactive view feature includes these features and options.
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1 The From and To fields enable users to expand the date range and display more prior day
data.
2 The Search link updates the data on the page with data in the range in the From and To
fields.
3 At any time, you can click the Reset Criteria button to return to the original bank settings,
thereby removing any customizations you have made.
4 The icon that expands (+) or hides (–) the data row
5 An indicator of the page of data that is currently displayed
6 These options navigate through multiple pages of data from the first, previous, next and last
pages

Export Content Option
To export Account Activity data, click the Export icon, then select Default > the
preferred export format.

The file is downloaded to your device.

Show / Hide Columns Option
The Show/Hide Columns button enables you to customize the columns displayed on the
screen.
Click Show / Hide Columns to open a menu listing all available data columns. Select the
checkboxes for the columns you want displayed. Clear the checkboxes for the columns
you want hidden.

Chapter 1: Account Management
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Print Option
Click the Print button to open a printer-friendly version of the data being displayed,
similar to the example below.

Click Print to open your browser’s print interface and print the page to the printer of
your choice.

Current Day Balances Page
The Current Day balances page displays the balances loaded for the current day’s date for
each account that has current day data loaded. If no balances were loaded on the current
day, the page displays the message “No Data Found.”

Chapter 1: Account Management
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You can configure the details that are displayed. The following table describes the fields
that are typically selected for this page.
Field
Account ID /
Nickname
Update Datetime

Currency

Description
The number of the account / the name of the account
The date and time of the last refresh of data for the account
May contain link to the Current Day transactions page with more
transaction information (see “Current Day Transactions Page” on page
12)
The reporting currency for the account
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Field
Current Available
Balance
Current Ledger
Balance
Closing Ledger
Opening Available
Total Controlled
Disbursing Debits
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Description
The balance that is the result of the total posted debit and credit
activity
The balance that is the result of the total debit and credit activity as of
the most recent system update
Total amount of checks expected to clear during the day.

Current Day Transactions Page
When you select an account from the Current Day balances page, the Current Day
transactions page displays and lists the individual transactions that have memo-posted to
the account on that day.

The following table describes the fields on this page.
Field
Value Date
BAI
SWIFT
Transaction
Type
Amount
DR/CR

Description
The date and time of the last data refresh for the account
For BAI transactions, the code for the transaction
For SWIFT transactions, the code for the transaction
The transaction description; a link to the Transaction Detail overlay with
more transaction information (see “Transaction Detail Overlay” on page 15)
The amount of the transaction
Indicates whether the transaction is a debit or credit
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Field
Bank
Reference
Customer
Reference
Image
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Description
A reference number that UMB assigned to the transaction
Reference information that the customer assigned to the transaction
For example, if the transaction is a check, this could represent a check
number.
A link to an image of the transaction item

Prior Day Balances Page
The Prior Day balances page displays multiple days of historical balance data for all
accounts configured to receive prior day data.

The following table describes the typical fields displayed on the Prior Day Balances page.
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Field
Account ID /
Nickname
Ledger Date
View Details
Opening
Available
One Day Float
Two or More
Days Float
Total Debits
Total Credits
Closing Ledger
Currency
Bank ID
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Description
The number of the account / the name of the account
The date this balance was updated by the system
The link to the Prior Day transactions page with more transaction
information (see “Prior Day Transactions Page” on page 14)
The available balance for the start of the business day following the day
for which activity is reported
The portion of a credit transaction that is available to the customer one
business day after it has been received
The portion of a credit transaction that is available to the customer two or
more business days after it has been received
The sum of all debit amounts
The sum of all credit amounts
The balance that is the result of the total debit and credit activity as of the
specified ledger date
Reporting currency for the account.
Bank routing number

Prior Day Transactions Page
The Prior Day transactions page displays a list of prior day transactions for an individual
account (as selected from the Prior Day Balances page). You can configure the details
that are displayed.

The following table describes the fields that typically display on the Prior Day
Transactions page.
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Field
Value Date
BAI Code
SWIFT Code
Transaction
Type
Amount
DR/CR
Bank
Reference
Customer
Reference
Image
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Description
The date and time of the last data refresh for the account
For BAI transactions, the code for the transaction
For SWIFT transactions, the code for the transaction
Transaction description; a link to the Transaction Detail overlay with more
transaction information (see “Transaction Detail Overlay” on page 15)
The amount of the transaction
Indicates whether the transaction is a debit or credit
A reference number that UMB assigned to the transaction
Reference information that the customer assigned to the transaction
For example, if the transaction is a check, this could represent a check
number.
A link to an image of the transaction item

Transaction Detail Overlay
The Current Day and Prior Day transactions pages have links to access the Transaction
Detail overlay, which provides additional details about the transaction, including an icon
that will display all the transaction details in a print-friendly page.

When you click the icon in the upper right corner, a print-friendly version opens.

Chapter 1: Account Management
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Chapter 2: Account and Research Tools

This chapter covers tools for researching account information.

Export
This section describes the export functionality in UMB Direct.

Export Profile Formats
Export profiles define the format and content of exported files. An export profile has
unlimited reuse, avoiding repeated detail input.
With export profiles, the user can export account balance and transaction information in
the following industry-standard and character-delimited formats:
•

Standard formats:
o BAI II
o QuickBooks
o SWIFT (includes MT940, MT941 and MT942)

•

Character-delimited formats:
o Comma-separated
o Semicolon-separated
o Tab-separated

Information Reporting Export Content Types
With the Export feature, the user can customize the export profile so that the exported file
includes only specific data. The type of content the user can include depends on the file
format.
For the BAI II and QuickBooks format, the following can be included:
•

Current day (summary or detail data)

•

Prior day (summary or detail data)

Chapter 2: Account and Research Tools
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For the SWIFT format, the following can be included:
•

MT940

•

MT941

•

MT942

For character-delimited formats (comma-, semicolon- or tab-separated):
•

Current day (summary and detail data)

•

Current day detail only

•

Current day summary only

•

Prior day (both summary and detail data)

•

Prior day detail only

•

Wire confirmation detail

•

Wire confirmation summary

Export Processing
The export takes place behind the scenes, during which time you can continue working
and navigating to other pages in the application. You must return to the Export History
List page to check the export status and, if completed, can then download the exported
file.

Manage Export Profiles Page
The Manage Export Profiles page allows you to export data based on an existing profile
or to edit or delete an existing profile.

Chapter 2: Account and Research Tools
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This illustration shows the page:

This table describes the fields and options on the page.
Field / Option
Profile name
Description
File Type
Contents
Last Built

Description
The name given to the export profile by the person who created it.
The description given to the export profile by the person who created it.
The file format of the file for data export.
A read-only field that describes the type of information in the file.
The last time the file export was processed.
When the export profile is first created, this field is blank until someone
clicks the Execute Profile button to run and save an export file report.

Action

When an export file report runs, the date of the run appears in this field.
The final actions to be taken.
Options include the following:
• Build File – The system exports the selected profile to a location the
user chooses on a local or network drive and displays the Export
History page. See “Export History List Page” on page 31.
• Edit File – This takes the user to the Update Export Profile page
where the user can change any field except Last Built. See “Update
Export Profile Page” on page 30.
• Delete – This deletes the corresponding profile from the export profile
list.

Create Export Profile Page
The Create Export Profile page allows you to specify the format and search criteria for a
new export.
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The following illustrates the page:

This table describes the fields and options on the page.
Field / Option
Description
Profile Name
File Type

Description
A short description of the export file.
The name of the export profile.
The file format for the data export.
These formats are available:
• BAI II
• QuickBooks
• SWIFT
• Comma Separated
• Semicolon Separated
• Tab Separated
Clicking Select reveals the rest of the fields on the page, which vary based
on this selection.
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Field / Option
Content
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Description
The type of information in the file.
If you selected BAI II or QuickBooks, the options are as follows:
• Current Day – The report includes data up to and including today.
• Prior Day – The report includes data up to and including the prior
business day.
If you selected the SWIFT file format, the options are as follows:
• MT940 – Customer Statement Message (daily customer statement)
• MT941 – Balance Report (intraday balance advice)
• MT942 – Interim Transaction Report (intraday transaction advice)

Accounts
Date Range or
Relative Date
Range

If you selected a comma-, semicolon- or tab-separated file format, the
options are as follows:
• Current Day – The report includes data up to and including today.
• Current Day Detail Only – The report includes only transactions up
to and including today.
• Current Day Summary Only – The report includes only balances up
to and including today.
• Prior Day – The report includes data up to and including the prior
business day.
• Prior Day Detail Only – The report includes only transactions up to
and including the prior business day.
• Wire Confirmation Detail – The report includes detailed data about
all incoming and outbound wire debits and credits.
• Wire Confirmation Summary – The report includes a summary of
the data about all incoming and outbound wire debits and credits.
One or multiple accounts for the report, selected from a list.
The date range for the export profile
The options are as follows:
• Absolute – From the calendar, the user selects a specific beginning
(From) date and end (To) date. Dates use the mm/dd/yyyy format.
• Relative – The user selects an option from a list of predefined, date
ranges that are based on when the export is executed, for example,
Beginning of current month to Today. Relative dates enable the reuse
of an export. Therefore they can be saved as part of an export profile.

The user clicks Next to go to the next page in the sequence.

Select Export Information Page
Select the type of information contained in the file. The options on this page vary
depending on the export file format you selected. The example below reflects the
selection of a Comma-Separated File.
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If you choose a character-delimited (comma-, semicolon- or tab-separated) file format,
the Select Comma/Semicolon/Tab Separated Columns page appears. For details, see
“Select Comma/Semicolon/Tab Separated Columns Page” on page 26.
If you choose the BAI II, Quickbooks or SWIFT file format, the Select [file format] Data
page appears. For details, see “Select Transaction Information for a File Format” below.

Select Transaction Information for a File Format
If you select a non-character-delimited (BAI II, QuickBooks or SWIFT) file format on
the Create Export Profile page and clicks Continue, one of the Select [file format] Data
pages is next in sequence.
If you click Next on the Selected Comma/Semi-Colon/Tab Separated Columns page, one
of the Select file format Data pages is the next in sequence.

Chapter 2: Account and Research Tools
This illustration shows the BAI II page.
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This illustration shows the QuickBooks page.
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This illustration shows the SWIFT page.

This table describes the fields and options on all of the Select file format Data page
options.
Field / Option
File Format
Transaction
Amount Range

Description
The file format for data export, selected on the Create Export Profile page
The start and end amounts of the transaction amount range to include in the
export in the To and From fields
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Field / Option
Transaction
Groups
Transaction
Codes

Summary Codes
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Description
The transaction groups to include in the export
The method for entering transaction codes
The options are:
• Select from List – You select one or more transaction codes from the
list. You may select all codes by selecting the first code, holding the
Shift key and scroll to the bottom of the list.
• Input Transaction Codes – The user enters the transaction codes
separated by commas in the Detail Codes field.
• No Transaction Codes – No transaction codes are included.
The method for entering summary codes
The options are:
• Select from List – You select one or more transaction codes from the
list. You may select all codes by selecting the first code, holding the
Shift key and scroll to the bottom of the list.
• Input Summary Codes – The user enters the summary codes
separated by commas in the Detail Codes field.
• No Summary Codes – No summary codes are included.

You click Continue to review the option selections before saving the export profile.

Select Comma/Semicolon/Tab Separated Columns Page
If you select a character-delimited (comma-, semicolon- or tab-separated) file format on
the Create Export Profile page, one of the Select Comma/Semicolon/Tab Separated
Columns pages is next in sequence.
This illustration shows the Select Comma Separated Columns page.
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This table describes the fields and options on all of these pages.
Field / Option Description
File Format
The file format for data export selected on the Create Export Profile page.
The rest of the fields are the columns that are to be a part of the export.
Include
You select the check box of the corresponding element to be in the export.
When you clear a check box, the Order and Sort By elements are removed.
NOTE: By default, all fields are selected.
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Field / Option
Columns
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Description
Possible elements for the export.
Options are as follows:
• Account Number
• Account Name
• Product Sub-Type
• Account Currency
• Bank ID
• Bank Name
• Transaction Description
• Transaction Type
• Debit/Credit Indicator (Detail only)
• Amount
• Customer Reference (Detail only)
• Bank Reference (Detail only)
• Ledger Date
• Reference Text (Detail only)
• Item Count

Move
Sort By

Sort Order

NOTE: The elements marked with (Detail only) are only available when
Detail (transaction) data is included in the exported file.
Use the Move tool

to change the order of the columns.

The element to be the basis for sorting the export data from the elements
listed.
By default, the first column is initially selected.
Specifies the export data sort order.
The two options are:
• Ascending (low to high)
• Descending (high to low)
This list only appears next to the element that is currently selected in the
Sort By column. The export can only be sorted based on one element.

You click Next to go to the next page in sequence, which is the Select format file Data
page.
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For details, see “Select Transaction Information for a File Format” on page 22.

Review Export Profile Information Page
This page enables you to review your selections and specifications for the Export Profile
before you submit the profile.
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Click Submit Profile to save the newly created profile.

Update Export Profile Page
On the Manage Export Profiles page, click
to update a defined export profile. The
Update Export Profile page allows you to edit the format and search criteria of an export
profile.
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The Export Profile Page follows the same steps as when you create a new export profile.
See “Create Export Profile Page” on page 19 for more information.

Export History List Page
The Export History List page provides information about each executed report.
This illustration shows the Export History List page:

This table describes the fields and options on the page.
Field /
Option
Date/Time
Profile Name

Description

Description
Date and time the export was executed or, if it failed, was attempted.
The name of the export file.
If the status is Completed, the file name is a link. Click the link to download
(open or save) the exported data.
A short description of the export file, as created on the Create Export Profile
page.
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Field /
Option
File Type/
Contents
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Description
Formats include:
• BAI II
• QuickBooks
• SWIFT
• Comma-separated
• Semicolon-separated
• Tab-separated
The file format for the exported file, as created on the Create Export Profile
page.
The type of information in the file.
If you selected BAI II or QuickBooks, the options are as follows:
• Current Day – The report includes data up to and including today.
• Prior Day – The report includes data up to and including the prior
business day.
If you selected the SWIFT file format, the options are as follows:
• MT940 – Customer Statement Message (daily customer statement)
• MT941 – Balance Report (intraday balance advice)
• MT942 – Interim Transaction Report (intraday transaction advice)

File Size
Status

If you selected a comma-, semicolon- or tab-separated file format, the
options are as follows:
• Current Day – The report includes data up to and including today.
• Current Day Detail Only – The report includes only transactions up to
and including today.
• Current Day Summary Only – The report includes only balances up
to and including today.
• Prior Day – The report includes data up to and including the prior
business day.
• Prior Day Detail Only – The report includes only transactions up to
and including the prior business day.
• Wire Confirmation Detail – The report includes detailed data about all
incoming and outbound wire debits and credits.
• Wire Confirmation Summary – The report includes a summary of the
data about all incoming and outbound wire debits and credits.
Final size of the file in bytes.
Status of the export execution.
Statuses include:
• Completed
• Failed
• Processing
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Statements
The Statements page enables you to view account statements in both image and PDF
formats. Statements are available in the Account and Research Tools section of the
Accounts tab.

Statements Page
On the Statements page, you can search for statements based on an account, statement
type or date. Users can view account statements in both image and PDF formats.
The following illustrates the page:

This table describes the fields and options on the page.
Field / Options
Account
Statement Type
Date Range

View Statement

Description
Select an account from the list.
Select a statement type from the list.
Select one of three statement date ranges:
• Most Recent – Displays the current statement only
• Dates – Select a single date or date range from the From and To
fields that appear.
• All – Displays all available statements
Click this button to view the statements profiled on this page. The
Available Statements overlay appears. For details, see “Available
Statements Overlay” on page 33.

Available Statements Overlay
The Available Statements overlay displays the results of a statement search, as shown in
the following illustration.
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Clicking the View button displays statements as either a scanned image of the printed
statement or as a PDF file. If the statement format is PDF, the statement displays in a
separate browser window.
The following illustrates a scanned image of a statement:

Transaction Search
The Transaction Search functionality is under the Account and Research Tools section of
the Accounts tab.
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Transaction Search Methods
A transaction search allows you to search for a specific transaction or group of
transactions within an account or accounts.
Several criteria can be used to search for a transaction, including:
•

Transaction type (for example, a check) sorted by type code or description

•

Transactions that cleared on a specific date or within a date range

•

Serial number

•

Transactions of a specific amount or within an amount range

•

Reference numbers that are unique to UMB

Transaction Search
The Transaction Search page is used to define criteria to search for a specific transaction
or group of transactions.
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The following illustration provides a sample of the Transaction Search page.

The following sections describe the search criteria.
Account
This section enables you to search transactions based on one or more selected accounts.
The accounts list displays all accounts to which you are entitled. Selected accounts
appear in the Selected Accounts list. You must select at least one account.
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The column headings enable users to sort accounts in ascending or descending order.

Type
The Type section enables you to perform a transaction search based on selected
transaction types. Two options are available for identifying the transaction types to
include in the search. At least one transaction type must be selected.

The following table provides further information on the type options.
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Option
Select
Transaction
Types
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Description
Displays the transaction type table.
By selecting this option, you can select transaction types from the
transaction table. The transaction table lists transaction codes and
descriptions. By default, all transactions are displayed.
You can control the types that appear in the list by selecting:
• All Transactions
• All Credit Transactions
• All Debit Transactions
Transaction types can be sorted in ascending or descending order by clicking
the column headings.

Input
Transaction
Types

Selected transaction types are added to the Selected Types list.
Displays a transaction input field
By selecting this option, the table is hidden and a Types field appears.
In the Types field, users can enter the transaction types directly. You can
enter one or more type codes or descriptions in the field. Separate type codes
or descriptions using a comma. For example: 108, 121, 475

Date
The Date options enable you to search for transactions based on a single date or a date
range. One option must be selected and date criteria entered in the appropriate field(s).
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Options
Additional options are provided to further limit the search.

The following table describes the available options.
Field / Option
Check Number

Description
Limits the search to one or more check numbers.
After selecting this check box, the following options appear:
• Single Check – Option to enter a specific check number.
• Check Range – Option to define a range of check numbers.

Amount

NOTE: A wildcard character search for a check number can be completed
using the Customer Reference field.
Limits the search to a specific amount or a range of amounts.
After selecting this check box, the following options appear:
• Single Amount – Used to specify an exact amount.
• Amount Range – Used to specify a range of values.

Customer
Reference

NOTE: The user can use the asterisk (*) wildcard character to represent any
combination of letters or numbers.
Limits the search to transactions with a specific reference value, for
example a transaction confirmation number
NOTE: The user can use the asterisk (*) wildcard character to represent any
combination of letters or numbers.
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Field / Option
Bank Reference
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Description
Limits the search to transactions those with matching UMB information.
For example, this field may include these data types:
• Indication that a check transaction or deposit has an image available in
the image archive
• The ACH system’s processing number for ACH transactions
• The DDA system’s processing number for stop pay or account transfer
transactions
• The wire system’s processing number for wire payments
NOTE: You may use the asterisk (*) wildcard character to represent any
combination of letters or numbers.

Transaction Search Results Page
The Transaction Search Results page displays the results of a transaction search, along
with the parameters used for the search.
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This table describes the fields on this page.
Field
Date
Description
Image

Customer
Reference
Bank
Reference
Account
Withdrawals
(–)
Deposits (+)

Description
The date the system posted the transaction to the account
For example, the date the check cleared
The text description supplied by the system
Provides access to images of items, where available
Depending on the type of item, one of these links may display:
• View Image – This link appears for items that have associated images,
such as paid checks and deposits.
• Item List – This link appears only if the item is a deposit. This option
enables the user to view a list of items in the deposit. From the list,
images of individual items in the deposit can be viewed.
A reference value assigned to the transaction by the user and used by the
customer
For example, a check number
An optional reference number or other information unique to UMB
The name of the account used for the transaction
The amount of the transaction in the account’s currency
This column and the Credit column can be combined.
The amount of the transaction in the account’s currency
This column and the Debit column can be combined.
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This chapter describes the Reports feature.

Report Types
The two pertinent report types that are available from the Reports tab are:
•

Account reports – These reports have balances and transaction data for current or
prior day activity.

•

Special reports – UMB Direct users can download and view additional specialty
reports.

The user can view account reports, customize account reports and display special reports.

Account Reports Page
The Account Reports page displays a list of available reports.
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The Account Reports page has two tabs: Standard reports and Custom reports.
Standard reports are provided by UMB and cannot be edited or deleted. They can only be
customized and saved as a new custom report.
Custom reports are modifications of standard reports. After they are created, they can be
edited and deleted.

Standard Reports
This illustration shows the Standard tab of the Account Reports page.

Each tab includes these columns:
•

Standard Reports – The user clicks the report name link to view the report.

•

Type – Indicates how current the report data is:
o Current Day - The report includes data up to and including today.
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o Prior Day - The report includes data up to and including the prior business day.
•

Action – To make a custom report based on the corresponding standard report, click
the Customize Report icon

.

This table describes the available standard reports listed in the Standard Reports tab:
Report Name
ACH Detail
ACH Summary
Current Day
Combination
Current Day Detail
Current Day Detail
New Items
Current Day Summary
Lockbox Detail
Multi-Day Statement
Paid Check
Prior Day
Combination
Prior Day Detail
Prior Day Detail No
Check
Prior Day Summary
Wire Confirmation
Detail
Wire Confirmation
Summary
Wire Transfer Detail
Wire Transfer
Summary

Provides account information for...
ACH-related transaction data reported by UMB.
ACH-related balances and summary data reported by UMB.
Current day or memo-posted summary and transaction data.
The summary and detail sections are displayed together for each
account.
Current day or memo-posted transaction data, based on the user’s
entitled accounts.
Transaction data since the last time current day detail was retrieved
for the person requesting the report.
Current day or memo-posted balances and summary data, based on
the person’s entitled accounts.
Lockbox-related transaction data.
A report with statement data from a time period determined by the
report default or a customized time period.
The BAI debit transaction data “475 - Check Paid”.
Reported (prior day or hard-posted) summary and transaction data.
The summary and detail sections are displayed together for each
account
Prior day or hard posted transaction data.
Same as Prior Day Detail, excluding the Check Paid transaction data
(BAI code 475).
Prior day balances and summary data, based on the person’s entitled
accounts.
Confirmations of all incoming and outbound wire debit and credit
transactions, including all transaction details.
Summary of confirmations of all incoming and outbound wire debit
and credit transactions.
Wire-related transaction data reported by UMB.
Wire-related balances and summary data reported by UMB.

Custom Reports
This tab lists custom reports that the user has created as well as custom reports created by
others and shared.
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This illustration shows the Custom tab of the Account Reports page.

This tab includes these columns:
•

Select All – This action selects all custom reports to do any of the actions at the
bottom of the page to all reports.

•

Custom Reports – The user clicks the report name link to view the report.

•

Type – Indicates how current the report data is:
o Current Day – The report includes data up to and including today.
o Prior Day – The report includes data up to and including the prior
business day.

•

Last Updated Date/Time – The date and time of the most recent report
customization.

•

Action – Used to edit or delete custom reports.

Customize Standard Report Page
The Customize Standard Report page allows you to modify a standard report to create a
custom report template. Some of the information requested on the page differs depending
on the report type.
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This illustration shows the page as it appears when customizing the Current Day
Combination report:

This table describes all the possible fields and options on a customized report.
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Field / Option
Report Name
Account Report
Name

Description
The name of the customized report.
The name of the standard report on which the customized report is to be
based.

Report Type

This field is read-only.
The report type on which the customized report is based.

Usage

When customizing a report, users cannot change the basic report type.
This field is read-only.
The report’s availability.

Reference Text
Accounts

Options are as follows:
• Private – Available to only the user who created the report
• Shared – Available to all company users who have the required
entitlements
Whether the report includes reference text, such as a check memo.
Specific company accounts to include in the report.
Select multiple accounts by selecting the account’s check box in the Select
column.

Date Range

The list includes only the accounts the user has access to through Account
Services entitlements.
Defines the range of transaction dates to be included in the report.

Amount Range
Serial Number
Range

UMB Direct users can define the date range in two ways:
• Relative Date – Defines the From and To dates according to how the
dates fall relative to a specific measurement, such as the current month
• Absolute Date – Specifies calendar dates as From and To dates
Limits the report to transactions within a specific amount range.
The numeric range of serial numbers (check numbers) to be included in the
report.
To search for a single number, enter a numeric value in the From field only,
and leave the To field blank.

Customer
Reference
Number
Bank Reference
Number

BAI Groups

The value in the From field must be less than the To field.
One or more customer reference numbers to be included in the report.
NOTE: Use the asterisk (*) wildcard character to locate multiple
transactions having similar reference numbers. For example, 123* would
locate all transactions where the reference number begins with 123.
One or more bank reference numbers to be included in the report.
NOTE: Use the asterisk (*) wildcard character to locate multiple
transactions having similar reference numbers. For example, 123* would
locate all transactions where the reference number begins with 123.
Selecting a BAI group from the list limits the report to that BAI group.
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Codes
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Description
Limits the report to specific BAI or SWIFT codes
The user can specify codes in two ways:
• Select transaction codes from a list (see “Custom Report – Add
Transaction Types Page” on page 48)
• Enter them directly in the text box as a comma-separated list (for
example: 101,102,103).
NOTE: To include all codes except for a few exceptions, click the link at
the top of the Select column, and then clear the check boxes of the codes to
be excluded.

NOTE: The asterisk (*) wildcard character can be used to locate multiple transactions
that have similar reference numbers. For example, 123* locates all transactions where the
customer reference number begins with 123.
Click Continue to preview and save the report customization.

Custom Report – Add Transaction Types Page
The user uses the Custom Report – Add Transaction Types page to select the transaction
codes to include in the Transaction Codes field of the Customized Report page.
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This illustration shows the page.

This table describes the fields and options on the page.
Field / Option
Select

Description
Check boxes for selecting a code.
The All link selects every code on the list.
The None link clears every code on the list.

Transaction
Code

TIP: To choose all codes except a few, select the All link and clear the few
unwanted ones.
BAI codes followed by a back slash, and SWIFT codes preceded by a back
slash.
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Field / Option
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Description
Description of the BAI or SWIFT code.

To add the choices to the Transaction Types field of the Customized Report page, users
click Add Types.

Special Reports Page
The Special Report view page displays the special reports the user has made available to
customers for viewing. An example is pictured below.

The following table describes the fields on this page.
Field
Special Report
Name
Update Date/Time
Historical Versions

Description
Link to the special report
Read-only field listing the date and time of the last update to the special
report
Link to the previously saved versions of the special report
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